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Some types of density estimators, particularly those based on trigonometric 
series, converge reasonably quickly to their limit except in the neighbourhood of 
one or two singularities. In this situation the mean integrated square error, the 
traditional measure of the efficiency of a density estimator, is an unsatisfactory 
measure. The notion of partial mean integrated square error is introduced and used 
to compare the performance of trigonometric series estimators. The results lead to 
consideration of some new estimators which have excellent properties from the 
points of view of both efficiency and ease of computation. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let X, , X, ,..., X, be a sample of independent random variables from the 
distribution with density f: If the support off is confined to [ --71, ~1, it is 
possible to estimate f by a weighted trigonometric series, 
.Tn(X; m> = (2Z)-’ 
L 
1 + 2 $ w,(j)(cij cosjx + 4i sinjx) , 
I 
where cij = n-’ x1=, cosjX,, Jj = n-’ xi”=, sinjX,, and the w,,,(j) are 
constant weights. The study of such orthogonal series estimators dates from 
the early papers of Cencov [5], van Ryzin [12], and Schwartz [ 131. 
Kronmal and Tarter [9] considered in some detail the special case where 
each w,(j) = 1, and also discussed the choice of more general weight 
functions. Watson [20] showed that in a certain sense the optimal form of 
the weights depends on the unknown density itself, and so can only seldom 
be determined. He suggested that in practice the simplest choice, w,(j) = 1 
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for all j, might be close to optimal. More recent discussions of trigonometric 
series estimators, including weighted series estimators, are contained in 
Anderson and de Figueiredo [ 11, Tarter [ 141, Tarter and Raman ] 15 ], 
Wahba [ 16, 171, and Walter and Blum [ 191. 
It is common when studying a trigonometric series estimator to measure 
its “efficiency” by its mean integrated square error (MISE), 
Indeed, the MISE criterion was used by Watson [20] to determine the 
optimal form for the weights. The bias off.,,, however, can be considerably 
greater towards the endpoints of [-n, rc] than anywhere else, and so the 
MISE can provide an unduly pessimistic measure of the performance of j;t 
over much of the interval of estimation. In the present paper we propose an 
alternative to the MISE, which we term the partial mean integrated square 
error (PMISE). The PMISE measures the performance of an estimator over 
“most” of the interval [-n, rr], and is often of a smaller order of magnitude 
than the MISE. 
In Section 2 we shall demonstrate the utility of the PMISE criterion by 
applying it to some simple, well-known trigonometric series estimators. In 
Section 3 we introduce weighted trigonometric series estimators based on 
periodic singular integrals. The PMISEs of these estimators converge at the 
same rate as for a kernel estimator, and more quickly than for many of the 
well-known trigonometric series estimators. Indeed, if the weights are chosen 
correctly, then the PMISE of a periodic singular integral estimator will be 
5.5% less than that of the best kernel estimator. The weights are defined in 
an absolute sense, and do not depend on the unknown density. Tarter and 
Raman [ 151 have shown that it is possible to construct weighted 
trigonometric series estimators which improve on kernel estimators, although 
their choice of weights depended on the density to be estimated, and they 
used the MISE to compare performances. 
Let us introduce the concept of PMISE by considering the simple Fourier 
series estimator j;l(x; m) defined above, in the special case where each 
w*(j) = 1. For a suitable choice of m = m(n) the rate of convergence of the 
mean square error (MSE), E[fn(x) -f(x)]‘, is of O(K”~) at each point 
x E (-x, n), but this rate is not attained uniformly on (-n, n); see IS]. It is 
not difficult to see, however, that the MSE does converge uniformly on 
1-n + E, rc - E] for each E > 0. This disparity is caused by “edge effects,” or 
Gibbs’ phenomenon, in the bias of fn(x; m); see Carslaw [4, Chap. IX] or 
Lanczos [ 10, pp. 217-2191. The bias of the estimator will not converge to 
zero towards the ends of the interval unless f(n-) =f(--71+). Indeed, if the 
values of f(rr-) and f(-n+) do not coincide, then the MISE may not 
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converge at a faster rate than O(n-‘12) [8]. Therefore the MISE does not 
satisfactorily measure the performance of the estimator on almost all of 
[--71, ~1. (The “edge effects” would apply with equal validity to any point of 
discontinuity off within [-n, rc].) 
It is common for statisticians to make the assumption that a density 
assumes common values at the ends of its range (Elderton [6, p. 41 I), 
although such an assumption is not always convenient. For example, if we 
wish to use a trigonometric series to estimate a density over only a subset 
(a, b) of its range, the values of the density at the endpoints a and b would 
very likely be unknown. Kronmal and Tarter’s [9] examples on the use of 
trigonometric series estimators are of just this type; see 19, Sect. 61. The fact 
that an estimator performs badly at the ends of an interval, however, need 
not be a drawback. To obtain an accurate estimate off at the endpoints of 
(a, b) we would extend our interval to (a - E, b + E), and condition on obser- 
vations from our sample lying in this set. This technique would allow us to 
obtain an estimate of f whose MSE converged at a rate of O(n m2’3) 
uniformly on (a, b). In conducting this procedure it is unnecessary to make 
assumptions about the values off at the endpoints of intervals. 
Considerations of this type lead us to the following definition of PMISE: 
given two numbers E, and s2 in the range 0 < E; < rr, set 
J(&, , E2) = jn- Nt(4 -f(x)12 dx. pm+&, 
In the case of many estimators the pathological behaviour at the endpoint 71 
is the same as that at -71, and so there is no real loss of generality in setting 
E, = c2 = E. We shall always make this assumption, and so define the PMISE 
by J(E, E). Walter and Blum [ 191 and Walter [ 181 have presented an 
ingeneous general approach to the theory of generalized kernel estimates, but 
they assume that the density and its derivatives are continuous at the 
endpoints of the interval of estimation. The concept of PMISE is needed to 
adequately describe the contrary case, and just this case arises when a 
density is estimated over a proper subset of its support. 
2. CLASSICAL TRIGONOMETRIC SERIES ESTIMATES 
Let X, , X, ,..., X, be independent observations of a distribution with a 
density f of bounded variation, and define 
I, 
dj=ei=n-’ 1 cosjx, and Lj=<i=nm’ c sinjXi. 
i-l i=l 
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Iff has its support confined to (--7c, 7~) and is continuous there, then 
&x; m) = (2n)-’ [ 1 + 2 T ((ij cosjx + tTj sinjx) 
1 
is an estimate of f(x). If the support is restricted to (0. z), two estimates of 
f(x) are 
j;ll(x:m)=~-’ (1 +2$ejcosjx) and ~~,(~;m)=2n~‘~~~sinjx. 
I 
THEOREM 1. Suppose f has its support confined to (--II, n), and f (-n) = 
f-(-n+) and f(z) = f(n-) are well defined. If f’ is of bounded variation on 
(-7~ z), then for any 0 < E < 71, 
I 
n--E 
I#&; m) -f(x)]’ dx 
--n+& 
xl% (1 -cosx)-’ dx + O(n - ’ log m) + O(m -5’2) 
6 
as m and n -+ 00. If f has a bounded second derivative on (-n, n), then the 
term O(n-’ log m) may be replaced by O(n’). 
THEOREM 2. Suppose f has its support confined to (0,~). If f’ is of 
bounded variation on (0, n), and iff(0) =f(O+) and f (n) =f(n-) are well 
defined, then for any 0 < e < 7112, 
I 
m--E 
E[f,,2(~; ml -f(x)l’ dx E 
= (m/nz) lz-‘f (x) dx + (n’m’)- ’ [f(O)* +f(z)*] 
E 
i 
n--E 
X (1 - cos x)-l dx + O(n-’ log m) + O(m-“*) 
E 
as m and n + 03. If f” is bounded on (0, x), then the term O(n - ’ log m) may 
be replaced by O(n ‘). If f ‘I is of bounded variation on (0, n), and tff ‘(0) = 
f ‘(O+) and f ‘(n) z f ‘(n-) are well defined, then for any 0 < E < 42, 
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I 
z--E 
E 
E&(x; m) -f(x)]’ dx = (m/nz) f-&f(x) dx 
E 
+ (n”m”>- l (f’(O>’ +jyr)‘] 
asmandn-+co. 
x \z-C(l -cosx)-’ dx + O(n-’ + m-9”) 
-E 
It follows that if we choose m = O(B~‘~), then the PMISEs offn(x; m) and 
Tn2(x; m) converge at a rate of O(n -2’3), and if we choose m = O(n ‘j5), then 
the PMISE offaf,,(x; m) converges at a rate of O(np4”), which is the same 
rate as for a kernel estimator. The minimal PMISE of the cosine series 
estimator, however, has the form 
i 
z--E 
min 
m 6 E[.f,,(x: m> -f(x)l’ dx 
415 _ 5n-6/52-8/5 f(x) dx I 
x 
I 
[f’(O)’ +f’(n)‘] 6’ (1 - cos x)- ’ dx 1 u5 K4”, 
as n+ co, provided that the right-hand side does not vanish. This quantity 
increases like l/a”’ as E + 0, and so a larger increase in the sample size is 
needed to improve the performance of the estimator towards the endpoints of 
(--71, n) than is needed to improve its performance at the centre of the 
interval. A kernel estimator does not usually suffer from this deficiency. The 
singular integral estimators we shall introduce in Section 3 perform better 
than the cosine series estimator in this respect. 
Proof of Theorem 1. Let aj, bj and aj’, b,’ be the Fourier cosine, sine coef- 
ficients off and f ‘, respectively (e.g., aj = J’:, cosju f(u) du). Then 
aj = -j-lb;, bi= (-l)‘+‘j-‘If(~)-f(-~)i +j-‘a;. 
and if 1x1 < 71, 
rrb(x; m) = nE[f(x) -fn(x; m)] 
co 
= 2 (aj cos jx + bj sin jx) 
m+l 
= [f(T) -f(-n)] f (-l)j+‘j-’ sin jx 
mtl 
+ g jf ‘(a; sin jx - bj cos jx). 
mtl 
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Sincef’ is bounded and satisfies Dirichlet’s conditions, then (see [4, p. 2691) 
\‘: j-‘(a; sinjx - bj’ cosjx) 
m’;” 
Therefore by the triangle inequality for an L* norm, 
r--E ‘l-7 
b(x; m)’ dx 
-Z+E 
= 1 [f(n) -f(-n)]’ j2n-e [ f j-’ sinjx12 dx/ 1’2 + O(m-3’2). 
E m-t1 
Using Abel’s method of summation we find that 
a 
sinjx=\- ‘-’ m J (j+ 1))’ Sj(X) - m-‘S,-,(x), (1) 
m 
where 
S,(x)=$sinjx=(sinnx+sinx-sinl(n+ l)x]}/2(1-cosx). 
For a constant C depending only on E, 
Zn-E m  
j L I 
2 
xj-‘(j-t l))‘(sinjx-sin(j+ 1)x) (1 -cosx)p2dx 
E m 
2n cc 
<C 
I’ L 
xj-‘(j+ l))‘(sinjx-sin(j+ 1)x) * d.u 
0 m I 
2cjm2(j+ 1)p2-fj-'(j+ l)-'(j+2)-' 
m m 
_ c jp2(j2- 1)-l 
I 
= 0(m-‘). (2) 
m+1 
Since Cz+, jj’(j + 1))’ = m-’ + O(mP2), then 
A, = [f(r) -f(-n)]’ jC2TpE [sin x(2m(l - cos x)))’ 
-m -‘S,(x)]* dx f1’2 + O(m-3’2) 
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= (sm’)-‘lf(g)-f(-n)]‘j~2=-~(l-cosX)-2[2-2COSX-COS2mx 
1 
t 
112 
- cos(2m + 2)x + 2 cos(2m + 1)x] dx + O(m-3’2) 
= (4m’)-‘l/.(r)S(-n)]21:,r(l -cosx)~‘dx~“~+O(m-“‘) 
! 
fmp2[f(n)-f(-~)]2j]n(1 -cow-‘dx/“‘+O(mp”‘). (3) 
Next we observe that 
f”(x; m) = n ’ 2 D,(x - AT,), 
i--l 
where D,(x) = sin((2m + 1)x/21/2 71 sin(x/2) is the Dirichlet kernel, and so 
n var[&x; m)] = I* of(x - u)f(u) du + 0( 1) 
-If 
uniformly in 1x1 < II - E. Let g(x, u) = [f(u) -S(x)]/(u - x). Then 
A= sup I g(x. u)l < cfJ 
l.r16n-&.lul6~ 
and 
jx D;(x - u)f(u) du =f(x) jr D;(u) du + r,,,, 
--n -n 
where 
lr,,,l< (W&M jr IuI Df,,(u)du. 
--T 
Now, 
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and so 
(2m+ 1)-‘47q ,u,o:.(u)du=n’-8m~‘(2j+ l)-* 
-II 
m-1 
Since 8 J3(2j + 1)-2 = z*, then 
+ 8(2m + l)-’ L‘ 47; cz.+ I)-‘. 
.i’ n I u I D;(u) du = O(log m). --II 
Iff” is bounded on (--7~, n), then with 
4x3 u) = [f(u) -f(x) - (u - x>f’(x)ll(u -XI’ 
we have 
Therefore, 
I’n 
-T 
0:(x - u)f(u) du =f(x) lr D;(u) du + s,, 
-x 
where 
Since (?, D;(u) du = (2m + 1)/2x, then 
n var [ffl(x; m)] - mf(x)/7z = O(lOg m), 
= O(l), 
if f’ is bounded, 
if f” is bounded, 
uniformly in 1x1 < 7c - E, completing the proof. 
Proof of Theorem 2. We may write 
and 
sj = JIsinjuf(u)du=-j-I[(-lYf(n)-f(O)] +j-' jrcosjuf’(u)du. 
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Therefore 
$7&(x; m) = $[f(x) -E&(x; m)] 
= c jP2[f’(7r) cosj(x + n) -f’(O) cosjx] 
,‘-;I 
cc 
- \‘ j-‘c,/ cos jx. if i= 1, 
,I’ 
zz mt, j-‘[f(O) sin jx -f(n) sinj(x + n)] 
5 
+ \‘ j-‘ci sinjx, if i=2. (4) 
I??+1 
If di(x; m) denotes the last series in these expressions, then under the 
conditions of the theorem, 
J .z di(x; m)’ dx = O(m -’ ), if i=l, 0 
= O(m-“), 
(5) 
if i = 2. 
Furthermore, 
fje2cosjx=~ ‘-2 ,J (j+ 1)-'(2j+ 1)Cj(x)-m-2C,-,(X), (6) 
m  m  
where 
C,(x)=$cosjx= (cosnx-cosx-cos[(n+ 1)x] + 1}/2(1 
0 
and also 
2n-E CJz 
i [ 
\‘ j-‘(j + 1)m2(2j + l)(cosjx - cos(j + 1)x) 
E tzl 
x (1 - cos x)-~ dx = O(m-5). 
Combining this with (4~(6) we see that 
r--E 
A,,,,= an2 
I I’ 
l/Z 
b,(x; m)’ dx 
E t 
i 
L/2 
e,(x; m)’ dx + O(m -5’2), 
- cos x), 
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e,(x; m) =f’(7r)(-l)m[cos(m + 1)x + cos mx](l + cosx)y’ 
+f’(O)[cos(m + 1)x - cos mx](l - cos x)-l, 
and combining (I), (2), (4), and (5) we deduce that 
I 
‘I? 
b2(x; WI)’ dx 
I 
‘/2 
e,(x; WI)’ dx + O(m - 3’2), 
where 
e,(x; m) =f(n)(-l)“[sin(m + 1)x + sin mx](l + cos x) -’ 
+f(O)[sin(m + 1)x - sin mx]( 1 - cos x)- ‘. 
After some manipulation we find that 
J 
.x--E 
J 
-‘t-E 
e,(x; WI)’ dx = ei (1 -cow-‘dx+O(m-‘), 
E E 
where e, =f’(O)’ +f’(~)~ and ez =f(O)’ +f(n)‘. Therefore 
Ami= l~mpr(i)ei~~p’(l -c~sx)m’&I”2 +O(mp’(i)/2-‘/2), (7) 
where r( 1) = 4 and r(2) = 2. Next observe that 
j;t’(X:m)=n- ; [Dm(x-xi) + Dm(x + xj>l 
i-l 
and 
 ^fn2(x;m)=n-’ \ ‘I- [D,(x-xi)-D,(x+xi)]. - 
i-l 
from which we see that 
n Var.?&; m) = E[D,(x -X,> f D,(x + Xl)]’ + O(1) 
= I T 0:(x - u)f(u) du + 0( 1) 0 
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uniformly in 6 < x < 7r - E, since 
i 
I I  
0X(x + u)f(u) du ,< 7r sup 
0 O<u<n 
0:(x + u) = O( 1) 
uniformly in E <x < 71 - E. The proof may be completed as in the case of 
Theorem 1 if we observe that 
pgx-u)du=j‘ Dfn(u)du+r,,, 
-7 
where 
‘rm’ L<d D;(u) du = O( 1). , 
To obtain our last results in this section we consider the Fejir form of the 
Fourier series estimate. The Fejer form of the cosine series estimate was 
considered in [8], and in this case it may be seen that the bias converges to 
zero uniformly on (0,~) at a rate of O(m-‘). Therefore the MISE provides 
an accurate picture of the rate of convergence of this estimator on any subin- 
terval of (0, x). This is not the case, however, for the Fejer form off”(x; m), 
which we define by 
m 
f,*(x; m) = (m + 1))’ 1 &x;j) 
j=O 
= (2n)-’ 1 + 2 $ [ 1 -j/(m + l)](dj cosjx + gj sinjx)i. 
If bZ(x; m) =f(x) - E[&?,*( x; m)] denotes the,bias of this estimator, then 
! .II b*(x; my dx = 2[f(?r) -f(-?r,]2/??m + o(W’) -7c 
(Hall [8]), although for any E > 0, 
i 
n--E 
i 
z--E 
b*(x;n~)~dx=m-~ l(.?,‘(x>‘* dx + o(m-*), 
--Z+.S --n+c 
as we shall shortly prove. Therefore the concept of PMISE is needed to 
adequately measure the performance off,* on any interval contained inside 
(-7r. 7L). 
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The function x the Hilbert transform of A is the Zn-periodic function 
defined by the integral 
j;(x) = (2~) - ’ i,* [f(x - u) -f(x + u)] cot(u/2) dzi. 
where we extend f from (-n, rr] to (--a, co) by periodicity. Note that the 
functions (7)’ and (f’)- are identical if and only iff(n) =f(-n), and so we 
must take care to distinguish between them. Indeed, this point underlines the 
difference between the behaviour of the Fejir forms of the cosine and Fourier 
series expansions. The cosine series expansion of a density f with support 
confined to (0, n) is the Fourier series expansion of the function g(u) =f(u) 
if u > 0, f(-u) if u < 0. Obviously g(n) = g(-n). Therefore the cosine series 
expansion off converges faster than the Fourier series expansion of 
h(x) = 2f(2x - n), 
unlessf(0) =f(n). (The function h is of course the density we would study if 
we were to use a direct Fourier series on (--7c, n) to estimatef:) 
THEOREM 3. Let f be a density with support confined to (--71, T). Suppose 
f is bounded and continuous on (-n, n), yand (7)’ exist and are bounded on 
[-n+E,n-&]foreach~>O,and 
I 
II 
SUP u -’ If’(x + u) -7(x - u) - Zu(f)‘(x)l du < 00 
IXl<Il-& 0 
for each E > 0. If 1x1 < 71 and f (x) # 0 # v)‘(x), then 
E[f,*(x; m) -f(x)]’ - mf(x)/3nn + m-’ l(f’)‘(x)l’ 
as m and n + og. Furthermore, for any 0 < E < n, 
J 
.n - 6 
-Tie 
E[/:(~;rn)-f(x)]~dx-rn/Ii:~f(x)dx/3nn 
I 
TPe + mm-’ I(f’)‘(x)l’ dx, 
-7Itt 
provided that the terms on the right do not vanish. 
Some aspects of this theorem are similar to results which exist in the 
literature, but there does not seem to be one which exactly suits our present 
purpose. For example, we could use [3, Corollary 9.2.9, p. 3461 to obtain an 
expression for the bias of f,*, but it would be necessary to impose the 
condition that f(-n+) =f(n-). 
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The conditions imposed on f in the theorem are satisfied if (f’)’ and (f’)” 
are bounded on each interval [-z + E, 7c - E], and s’!, l?(x)1 dx < CO. The 
reasonableness of these conditions is best illustrated by an example. Suppose 
f(x) = 3(x - 7c)*/8n3, ---71-c x < n. 
Note that f(--71+) #f(z-). The Fourier expansion is given by 
8r3f(x)/3 = (47r*/3) + 4 f (-ly’j-’ cosjx + 4~s (-lyj-’ sinjx, 
I I 
and so 
xl 
8rc3T(x)/3 = 4 $ (-lyj-’ sinjx - 4n K‘ (-l)‘j-’ cosjx 
I f 
= 4 c (-1 Yj-’ sinjx + 471 log[ 2 cos(x/2)]. 
Hence 
and 
8rr3(J)‘(x)/3 = -4 log [ 2 cos(x/2)] - 2n tan(x/2) 
8n’(i)“(x)/3 = 2 tan(x/2) - 71 sec*(x/2). 
Therefore the conditions on f and fare all satisfied. Note that 
J -= l(f’)‘(x)I’ dx = CL), -II 
and so the results of Theorem 3 do not extend to the case E = 0. 
We conclude this section with a proof of our last result. 
Proof of Theorem 3. We make use of the formula 
f(x) - E[f,*(x; m)] =i,: [f(x + u) -f<x - u)] K,,,(u) du, 
where 
K,(U) = sin[(m + 1)24]/47r(m + 1) sin*(Q). 
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(See Zygmund [21, p. 91 I.) Therefore we may write 
d,(x) =f(x) - E[f,*(x; m)] - 4(7)‘(x)jOz sin(u/2) K,(U) du 
= 
J 
‘ng(x, u) sin[(m + l)u] du/4z(m + l), 
” 
where 
g(x, u) = [f”(x + 24) -7(x - 24) - 4($)‘(x) sin(u/2)] sin*(u/2). 
The Riemann-Lebesgue lemma implies that if 1x1 < 71, then d,,,(x) = o(m- ‘), 
and since 
I 
II 
sin(u/2) K,(U) du - 1/4m 
0 
as m+ co, then 
f(x) - E[fX(x; m)] - m-‘(f’)‘(x) + o(m-‘) 
for each fixed x. The bounded convergence theorem implies that 
II--E x 
j lj 
2 
g(x,u)sin[(m+ l)u]du dx+O 
-n+e 0 
as m-+ co, and so 
(8) 
.1 
r--E 
en+c[f(x)-h”,*(x:m)-mm’(~)‘(x)]*dx=o(mp2). (9) 
The results (8) and (9) account for the bias terms of the expansions in 
Theorem 3. To obtain the variance, observe that 
fn*(x;m)=nplTTF X-X,), f I?!( 
where F,(x) = {sin[(m + l)x/2]/sin(x/2)}*/2rc(m + 1) is the Fejir kernel. 
Therefore 
n var[fz(x; m)] =/I, Fi(x - u)f(u) du + O(1) =f(x) j’, F:(u) du + o(m) 
=f(x)m/37c + o(m) 
uniformly in 1x1 < 7~ - E. Theorem 3 follows immediately. 
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3. SINGULAR INTEGRAL ESTIMATES 
Suppose density f has its support confined to (-n, n). Let (K,} be a 
sequence of 2lr-periodic kernels satisfying conditions (lo)-( 12). For each r, 
(11) 
For all 6 > 0, 
lim 
I 
I K,(u)l du = 0. (12) 
r+ro ld<lll<rr) 
Define&x) = K’ Cr= i K,(x - Xi). If we extendffrom (--71, n] to (-co, co) 
by periodicity, then we have 
aL,(41 = jr f(x - u) K,(u) k --‘I 
which is immediately recognized as a singular integral of f. It is to be 
expected that if r = r(n) + r,, at a suitable rate, then fn(x; r) will be a 
consistent estimator off(x). Our first result makes this notion precise. 
THEOREM 4. Let x E (--7c, 7~) be a continuity point of the bounded density 
f, suppose f(x) > 0 and r = r(n) + r,, as n + 00. Then fn(x; r) +Pf(~) if and 
only iffor all E > 0, 
!’ I K,(u)1 du -+ 0 and n-’ I K,(u)’ du + 0, lIK,(U)l >ns1 IlK,(U)l <n&l 
where the integrals are taken over a single period. 
In order to obtain mean square consistency we ask that 
k, = j* K,(u)’ du < 00 
-‘I 
for all r, (13) 
and 
j 
K,(u)’ du = o(k,) as r+ r0 for all 6 > 0. (14) 
16<lul<nl 
It is obvious that both k, and supU ]K,.(u)] tend to infinity as r -+ rO. For 
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many kernels they increase at the same rate, and we might ask that there be 
a constant C such that 
sup I~,(~)l < Ck, for all r. (15) 
u 
(The Fejtr kernel F,, defined during the proof of Theorem 3, satisfies 
conditions (lo)-( 12) and (13)-( 15). The Dirichlet kernel D, , however, does 
not satisfy condition (1 l).) 
THEOREM 5. If (13) and (14) hold, then under the conditions of 
Theorem 1, j=j,(x; r) -+ f (x) in mean square if and only if n - ‘k, + 0. If 
(13)-( 15) hold, the following three conditions are equivalent: 
n-‘k,-+O; (16) 
E[.&x; r)--f(x)]*+ 0; 
If in addition 
and f,,(x; r) *f(x). (17) 
c exp(-n&/k,) < 00 for all e > 0, (18) 
n=, 
then &x; r) +a.s. f(x). Finally, if (13k(15) hold and n-‘k,+O, then 
(n/k)“’ [&x; r) - @,,(x; r>l is asymptotically normal N(0, 1). 
Proof of Theorem 4. Let X be a variable with density f and set ,u~(x) = 
E[fJx; r)]. Since 
P(~K,(x -Xl -,+>I > n&) < be>-’ [(wf(u)) IT 
-* 
lK:,(u)l du + lr,(x)l] 
+ 0, (19) 
then it follows from Petrov [ 11, Theorem 3, p. 2601 that fn(x; r) &‘f (x) if 
and only if for all E > 0, 
nP(I K,(x - X) - iu,(x>l > ne) + 0, (20) 
El WAX-X) -~~(xfI UK,@ - X) - PAXI G n&)1 -+ 0 (21f 
n-‘E[ {K,(x -X) - iu,(x>)’ I(lK,(x -Xl -iu,(x>l < n&)1 -+ 0. (22) 
Let E, = {lK,(x -X) -p,.(x)l > n&J. Conditions (10) and (11) imply that 
E[{K,.(x-X)}-l-+0, and (19) and (21) that E[K,.(x-X)I(E,)]+O. 
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Therefore E[ (K,.(x - X)] I(,!?,)] + 0, and so (20~(22) are equivalent to the 
following two conditions: For all E > 0, 
A,, = EW,(x -WI Z(lK,(x - X)1 > n&,1 -+ 0, 
and 
A,,=n~‘E[(K,(x-X)(*Z(jK,(x--X)/~n&)]~O. 
For&y 6 > 0, 
and 
where the integrals are over a single period and f is extended to (-a~, a,) by 
periodicity. The second term in each of these expressions is dominated by a 
constant multiple of 
which converges to zero. Choose 6 so that for constants c, and c2, 0 < c, < 
f(x - u) < c, whenever I u I< 6. Then A,, and A,, -+ 0 if and only if 
1 I K,(u)1 du --) 0 llK,(u)l>n&:lul66l 
and 
n -I /K,(u)\ * du + 0, 
IIK,(u)l<ne: IUIGSI 
which conditions are equivalent to those of Theorem 4. 
Proof of Theorem 5. If (13) and (14) hold, then var]fH(x; r)] - 
n -‘k,f(x), proving the first part of the theorem. The second part will follow 
if we show that the last part of (17) implies (16). Now, 
k, < s W42 du + ]sgp IK(u)ll j;,K (u,,>n, I~r(u)l du, lIK,(uJl inI I 
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so that if ( 13 )-( 15) hold we may deduce from Theorem 4 that n ‘k, ,< o( 1) $ 
o(n’ ‘k,), proving (16). If (18) holds, then strong consistency may be proved 
using the Borel-Cantelli lemma and the techniques leading to Bosq and 
Bluez’s [2] Lemma 1. The last result of Theorem 5 follows directly from 
Lindeberg’s theorem. 
THEOREM 6. Suppose each K, is even and nonnegative, and that in 
addition to (lo)--( 12) the kernels satisfy (13) (14), and 
cos 2~) K,(u) du cos u) K,(u) du = 4. 1 (23) 
Let f be a density with support confined to (-z, T) and with two bounded 
continuous derivatives on (-z n). Zf -z < x < 7~ and f (x) # 0 ff “(x), then 
E[j‘,(x; r) -f(x)]’ - n-’ k,f(x)+ f”(x)j* 
-T 
(1 -cosu)K,.(u)duj’ 
as n + 00 and r + ro. Furthermore, for any 0 < E < n, 
I 
n--E 
E[fJx; r> -f(x)12 dx 
-n+E 
I 
.n-6. -I -n k, +f(x)dx 
+ j~~~~f’~(x)2dxl[j~~(1 -cosu)K,.(u)d$ (24) 
provided that the terms on the right do not vanish. 
Condition (23) is satisfies by many kernel sequences, although not of 
course by the Fejer sequence. If K, admits the expansion 
K,(u) = (2n)-’ 1 + $ w,(j) cosju 
I 
for real numbers w,(j), then (23) holds if and only if ] 1 - w,.(2)]/ 
[l-w,(l)]-+4 as r-+ro. 
The expansions for the MSE and PMISE are reminiscent of their 
analogues in the case of a kernel estimator, since the bias is roughly propor- 
tional to f”(x). Like the case of the kernel estimator, the optimal rate of 
convergence of the MSE and PMISE is O(K~“). Note that expansion (24) 
is not necessarily valid in the case E = 0. 
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Proof of Theorem 6. The techniques of the proof are well known. We 
define 
d,(x) = E[.f”(x; r)] -f(x) +yx,j- (1 - cos U) K,(u) A4 
-n 
= I ; [j-(x + u) +f(x - u) - y(x) - 2( 1 - cos u)f”(x)] K,(u) du. 
Given E and 6 > 0 we may choose 0 < q < E such that whenever 1x(< rc - F 
and lul,<rl, 
If(x + 24) +f(x - u) - 27-(x) - 2( 1 - cos u)f”(x)l < 6( 1 - cos U). 
Therefore if 1 x ] < 71 - E, 
cos u) K,(u) du + B ,fT K,(u) du, 
fl 
where B = 2 suplx, cn[f(~) + If”(x)\]. Now, 
jzK,.(u)du-+cos~)-‘~‘(l-cos~)‘K,(~)du 
0 rl 
< i(l -cos F/-2 fn [4(1 - cos u) - (1 - cos 2u)] K,(u) du, 
-0 
It follows from (23) that if r is sufficiently large, 
Id,(x)l < 2^;jon (1 - cos u) K,(u) du. 
This inequality holds uniformly in Ix] < TL - E, and takes care of the bias 
term in the expansions of Theorem 6. It is easily shown that 
n var [&x; y)] = k,f(x) + o(k) 
uniformly in 1x1 < n: - E, completing the proof. 
Examples of Kernels Satisfying (lo)-(15) and (23) 
Let I denote the range of values of r. We refer the reader to ]3] for the 
theory of singular integrals. 
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(i) Rogosinski singular integral. Let I = Z’ and rO = ax, and 
define 
K,(u) = (27c-1 
1 
1 + 2$ cos[j7r/(2m + I)] cosju 
i 
> 0. 
For this estimator k m - m/2x and I?, (1 - cos u) K,(u) du - 77’/8m’. 
(ii) Korovkin singular integral. Let I = Z ’ and r,, = co, and define 
K,(u) = (27~) - ’ 1 + 2 2 w,(j) cosju 
I I 
2 sin2 [ 7r/(m + 2)] cos[(m + 2)u/2] 
2?r(m + 2) cos[?r/(m + 2)] - cos u j 
2 
’ 
where 
2(m + 2) sin[x/(m + 2)] w,(j) = (m -j + 3) sin[(j + 1)7c/(m + 2)] 
-(m-j+ l)sin[(j-1)7r/(m+2)]. 
Here k m - 42 + 15/7?)/12 n and jTx (1 - cos U) K,(u) du - n2/2m’. To 
obtain the first result observe that k, - 7~~’ C’: w,(j)’ and 
w,(j)= 71-‘(sin[(j- 1)7c/(m + 2)] 
+7r(m+2)-‘(m+3-j)cos[(j- l)n/(m+2)]} +O(mp’) 
uniformly in 1 <j < m, so that 
n’k m - m I 1 {sin(ru) + n( 1 - U) COS(TTU)}~ du 
= m71-l J az 0 (’ smu-ucosu)‘du=m(2x2+ 15)/12. 
eierstrass defin;4 w singular integral. Let 1=(O,a1) and ro=O, and 
K,(u) = (27~) - ’ 
I 
%I 
1 +2~eprj’cosju 20. 
I I 
In this case k, - (87~~ I’2 and I”, (1 - cos u) K,(u) du - r. 
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4. COMPARISON OF KERNEL AND SINGULAR INTEGRAL ESTIMATES 
The estimators based on the Rogosinski and Korovkin singular integrals 
are considerably more easy to construct and update than a typical kernel 
estimator when the sample size is large. This ease of computation derives 
from the simple formula 
fn(x; m) = (211)~’ 
I 
1 + 2 f w,(j)(cij cosjx + /Yj sinjx) , 
1 I 
where ij = n-’ Cy=, cosjX, and Lj=n-’ Cy=, sin jX,. If the value of m is 
chosen in an optimal way, the expansion (24) can be minimised, and we may 
write 
i 
r--E 
min E[&(x; m) -f(x)]* dx - C,C(f) n-j”, 
m -Kt& 
where the constant C, depends only on the singular integral type, and 
The same expansion may be achieved for kernel estimators if the window 
size is chosen optimally, and the values of C, are compared in the table. The 
kernel K,(u) = 3(5 - u*)/20 fi if ]ul< 6; 0 if /u] > fi is optimal in the 
sense of Epanechnikov [4]. See Table I. 
The PMISE for the Rogosinski estimator is smaller than that using the 
most eflcient of the kernel estimators. In interpreting this statement, 
however, it should be borne in mind that the PMISE formulae do not extend 
to the case E = 0, and in some circumstances it may be preferable to obtain 
TABLE1 
Comparison of Optimal PMISE 
Estimator type CO 
Kernel; K(u) = f , if 
/ u 1 < 1,0 otherwise 
0.4626 
Kernel: K(u) = (27r-“’ e-u212 0.4542 
Kernel; K(u) = K,(u) 0.4364 
Rogosinski singular integral 0.4123 
Korovkin singular integral 0.4686 
Weierstrass singular integral 0.4542 
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an estimate of the density on (-a~, a)) by using a kernel estimate. For 
example, in the case of the Rogosinski or Korovkin estimators we have 
f= 
‘--* 
[&(x; m) -f(x)]’ dx = 71-l $ [ 1 - w,(j)]2(aj + bjz) 
+n-’ 5 (aj+bj) 
f?l+1 
>n-’ g (uj+bf) 
mtl 
= [f(7r) -j-(-n>] 2/m7L + o(m ~ ‘). 
where aj = j?, cosj~f(u) du and bj = (‘“, sinjuf(u) du. Since 
I en var [j,,(x; m)]’ dx - const x m/n, -v 
the MISE will not converge at a faster rate than O(n -I/‘) unless 
f@) =.I-(-)* 
Finally, we would like to stress that the Rogosinski and Korovkin 
estimators are guaranteed to be nonnegative. 
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